Changes in river flow regime resulted in a surge in the number of methods of non-stationary flood frequency analysis. Common assumption is the time-invariant distribution function with time-dependent location and scale parameters while the shape parameters are time-invariant. Here, instead of location and scale parameters of the distribution, the mean and standard deviation are used. We analyse the accuracy of the two methods in respect to estimation of time-dependent first two moments, time-invariant skewness and time-dependent upper quantiles. The Moreover, the estimates from TS method are more resistant to probability distribution choice, as demonstrated by Polish rivers' case studies.
Why do something in a simple way, while better make it complicated to impress others?! (overheard) A b s t r a c t Changes in river flow regime resulted in a surge in the number of methods of non-stationary flood frequency analysis. Common assumption is the time-invariant distribution function with time-dependent location and scale parameters while the shape parameters are time-invariant. Here, instead of location and scale parameters of the distribution, the mean and standard deviation are used. We analyse the accuracy of the two methods in respect to estimation of time-dependent first two moments, time-invariant skewness and time-dependent upper quantiles. The method of maximum likelihood (ML) with time covariate is confronted with the Two Stage (TS) one (combining Weighted Least Squares and L-moments techniques). Comparison is made by Monte Carlo simulations. Assuming parent distribution which ensures the asymptotic superiority of ML method, the Generalized Extreme Value distribution with various values of linearly changing in time first two moments, constant skewness, and various time-series lengths are considered. Analysis of results indicates the superiority of TS methods in all analyzed aspects. Moreover, the estimates from TS method are more resistant to probability distribution choice, as demonstrated by Polish rivers' case studies.
INTRODUCTION
Until recently, most tools and techniques used in flood frequency analysis (FFA) assumed stationarity of flood processes (e.g., Milly et al. 2008) . Nowadays, it is understood and accepted that, due to the climate and land cover change and rapid development of calculation techniques, the incorporation of the "non-stationarity" factor in hydrological parametric and non-parametric modelling should be seriously considered (when necessary and when the length of the time series allows it) and has become technically possible. Thus, hydrologists face the challenge of developing new or extending existing methods of FFA by incorporating the non-stationarity of extreme hydrological events.
The research on non-stationarity in hydrology based on the flow or water level data can be generally (subjectively) divided into testing the time-series for its (non-)stationarity and searching for the non-stationarity in models' parameters. The validity of the stationarity and independence assumptions of extreme series is assessed by investigating the presence of monotonic trends using nonparametric Mann-Kendall (Kendall 1975) , Pettitt (1979) and autocorrelation coefficient tests. The common use of the non-parametric tests is mainly due to their robustness to non-normality which usually appears in hydrological extreme series. The parametric student's t-test provides also useful information on variation of extreme series in the sense that it evaluates the significance of trend in the mean value. Diagnostic results from trend tests substantiate the implementation of the non-stationary flood frequency analysis (NFFA) .
Flood frequency analysis in the presence of covariates has been the subject of countless publications and each of them contains more or less objective brief review of the literature. The relatively seldom-cited statistical publication of Davison and Smith (1990) is of great value for the develop-ment of non-stationary modelling of extreme event time-series, because, perhaps for the first time in environmental science, the idea of the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of distribution parameters with covariates was presented there. Nowadays, the parameters of great variety of flood frequency distribution functions with the presence of time covariate can be estimated, e.g., by the Generalized Additive Models for Location, Scale and Shape (GAMLSS) software (Rigby and Stasinopoulos 2005) . Unfortunately, the effectiveness of the algorithms in the sense of finding the global maximum is not known and cannot be easily assessed from GAMLSS R-package.
However, the main aim of the FFA, regardless of the stationarity matter, is the proper estimation of the upper (flood) quantiles. These quantiles are particularly sensitive to the value of the shape parameter whose accurate estimation, especially by means of the ML for a short sample size, is quite a challenge even in the stationary case. The issue of the shape parameter becomes even more difficult in the NFFA where the number of parameters grows but the dataset size remains the same. Besides, the larger the number of the estimated parameters, the more likely are the elementary numerical problems with finding a global maximum of likelihood function for every time-series.
As a remedy to uncertainty of trend estimates resulted from hypothetical distributional assumption and to optimization problems arising due to large number of estimated parameters of the short time-series, the ideas of decomposition were born where the optimization tasks are carried out through the hierarchical solution schemes.
The Hybrid Two-Stage (TS) method (Kochanek et al. 2013) consists of a separate estimation of time-dependent mean and standard deviation, and then, on that basis, it estimates the shape parameter and time-dependent quantiles. Estimation of time-dependent mean and standard deviation is performed by the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) method (Strupczewski and Kaczmarek 1998, 2001) where the assumption of distribution model is not required. The only limitation is the existence of location and scale parameters, so the method can be used for both three-parameter distributions with lower bound parameter and two-parameter distributions with unlimited range on both sides, such as Gumbel or Normal. In the second stage of the TS, after choosing the flood model (distribution function), the shape parameter is estimated by means of the L-moment method and then the time-dependent quantiles are determined.
In this paper, the accuracy of TS method is compared by means of the Monte Carlo experiment with the accuracy of ML method with covariates. Both NFFA methods were also evaluated within the context of the case study of selected gauging stations on Polish rivers where their pros and cons are even more visible. In order not to lose the substance of presentation in the description of the NFFA implementations, here we limit ourselves to point to our own research which led to the formulation of and justification for a two-stage NFFA method.
TOWARDS SUBSTANTIATION OF THE HYBRID METHOD IN THE NFFA
The problem of changes of natural processes became the subject of many publications, especially in the 1980s. The primary sources of information about stochastic properties of hydrological processes are the data time series. Investigation of trend in hydrological time series was mainly focused on detection of a trend in the mean value by means of standard statistical techniques, based essentially on the hypothesis testing theory. A trend in the variance or in the auto-correlation function has been rarely analysed. In this section we present only our research which evolved towards the formulation of and justification for the two-stage (TS) method. Strupczewski and Mitosek (1991, 1995) proposed the extension of at-site flood frequency modelling to non-stationary case. The ML method with the presence of time as the covariate was used for estimation. The climatologists who investigated non-stationarity issues in datasets concentrated on certain norms, and perhaps the deviation from these norms. Let us note that the identification of non-stationarity effect caused by changes both in land use and cover and by water-engineering activity should be based on the physical models of rainfall-runoff type which leads to estimates of changes in the mean or also in the dispersion of extreme events. Note that the main interest of the FFA is the estimation of upper quantiles of annual maxima distribution. As demonstrated in Appendix B for GEV distribution (Fig. B2 ) these quantiles are much more sensitive to a change in standard deviation than to a change in the mean value. This is why incorporation of the possibility of a trend for the second moment is so important in the FFA.
Given the above, Strupczewski and Mitosek (1991, 1995) have found it convenient to unify various probability distribution functions (PDFs) in terms of parameters replacing the original set of parameters of each PDF, namely: location, scale, and shape parameter by the mean value, standard deviation and possibly also skewness coefficient, respectively. This reparameterisation is done by using the relationships between moments and parameters available in statistical literature. Consequently, after the reparametrisation, the trend would be explicitly introduced to the moments, which is conformable to methods of trend analysis. In such a case, a timetrend is investigated in two first moments only and is assumed to be a continuous function of time. The skewness coefficient is considered to be timeinvariant. Primarily, Strupczewski and Feluch (1997) and Strupczewski et al. (2001a) analysed four classes of time-trend in moments: (A) in the mean value, (B) in the standard deviation, (C) both in the mean value but the standard deviation was related to a constant value of the variation coefficient (CV), and (D) unrelated trend in the mean value and the standard deviation. The basic option was the time-invariable parameters, i.e., the stationary option (S). If the time-dependent parameters are to be estimated from peak flow records, they shall be expressed as functions with the smallest possible number of parameters (Strupczewski and Mitosek 1995) . Each of the three first classes (A-C) increases the number of parameters of the stationary PDF by the same number defined by the form of a time-trend function. Regarding the problems with solution of maximum likelihood equations, originally the two options of the form of trend were included, i.e., the linear and parabolic (square trinomial) (Strupczewski and Feluch 1998 , Strupczewski and Kaczmarek 1998 , Strupczewski and Mitosek 1998 . The ML estimation procedures of parameters of various (Distribution and Trend) models are elements of Identification of Distribution and Trend System (IDT) and the number of models had gradually increased. The procedures also covered evaluation of the standard error of parameters and time-dependent quantiles. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974, Hurvich and Tsai 1989) was used for the identification of an optimum model in a class of competing models. If for a given time-series the lowest AIC value corresponds to the stationary model (S), the time-series is considered as stationary. The IDT System had been extended to cover the procedure of estimation of probability distribution together with the standard error not only in respect to one year, but to a period of any length, too.
This idea has been repeatedly and scrupulously examined on simulation data and tested and applied to Polish rivers data. It was found (Strupczewski 1999 , Strupczewski and Kaczmarek 2001 , Strupczewski et al. 2001a that for a hydrological size of time-series (up to max. 100 elements) the differences in Akaike criterion values of some best fitting models are rather small, but at the same time the differences of time-dependent moments and quantiles can be considerable. Sometimes the trend got from various distributional assumptions may even differ in sign and, moreover, the best fitting model may change from year to year. All these cause substantial differences in moments and quantiles when extrapolating such models out of range of record (e.g., in the future). This feature is also highly confusing and raises doubts as to the reliability of the best fitting model and the utility of this methodology for short time-series.
In the NFFA, usually just one model is adopted as the only truth. This is the convenient way to hide the uncertainty of estimates, for instance, by decreeing one type of such distributions, e.g., the GEV, as applicable throughout the country. The applicability of one-model concept in the NFFA assumes the knowledge of True probability distribution function. However, the simulation experiments performed for numerous pairs of True and False PDFs revealed weak power of various discrimination procedures for hydrological datasets which even drops when the number of competing distributions rises (e.g., Strupczewski et al. 2006 . It means that except of the random error, we have to face the model error, too. An analytical method for evaluating the robustness of the estimates of moments and quantiles by various estimation methods, including the maximum likelihood method and method of L-moments, with respect to the distribution choice has been presented by Strupczewski et al. (2002a, b) . It was shown that the relative asymptotic bias of the ML-estimate of moments and upper quantiles can be considerable and grows rapidly with increasing value of the coefficient of variation. The relative asymptotic ML bias of the variance is often hundreds times larger than the relative asymptotic ML bias of the mean! As the number of function parameters approximating increases the accuracy of approximation and therefore decreases the model error of upper quantiles reproduction. The research briefly described above can be summarised by stating that the estimation technique in the NFFA should be relatively robust to false distributional assumptions.
REMARKS ON APPLICATION OF TWO-STAGE (TS) METHOD
Years of development, perfecting and testing on real data of the IDT computer package based on ML method in the presence of time as the covariance revealed its deficiencies stemming from the overparameterization in relation to the length of hydrologic time series. It resulted in preliminary ideas of algorithms using of the Two-Stage method based on the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) (Strupczewski and Kaczmarek 1998, 2001 ) combined with the concept of L-moments (Kochanek et al. 2013) . The L-moments (LM) estimation method (e.g., Hosking et al. 1985 , Hosking 1990 , Hosking and Wallis 1997 ) requires data to be arranged in ascending order. So the procedure of the estimation of non-stationary flood quantiles was divided into two stages:
First, the time-dependent mean (ȝ t ) and standard deviation (ı t ) of the annual flows time-series are estimated using the WLS (Strupczewski and Kaczmarek 1998, 2001 ) of the annual maximum flows time-series (see Appendix A). The so-obtained time-dependent moment values are then used to standardise (deprive of trends) the time series:
.
The stationary sample is then used to estimate by the L-moments method the parameters and quantiles (stationary!) Y(F) of a chosen distribution function. Afterwards, the so-calculated quantiles are re-trended:
where F is the cumulative distribution. Of course, in the second stage any parametric or non-parametric method of estimation could be used. The use of a non-parametric method, e.g., the kernel probability density estimation (e.g., Rosenblatt 1956 , Feluch 1994 would definitely detach the trends estimation from any distribution function. It would result in "purely" data-driven technique. In this paper, due to its advantages, the L-moments method is used as the second stage of the TS approach.
TRENDS IN MOMENTS
Analysis of trends in datasets means that the number of parameters to be estimated from fixed-length time-series will increase. Due to the principle of parsimony, the assumed form of trends in moments or parameters ought to be as simple as possible. Therefore, one or two parameter functions, such as linear, logarithmic, exponential, trigonometric, parabolic, etc., shall be first considered. We adopted here the linear form of trends in the mean (ȝ t ) and standard deviation (ı t ):
and ,
where t -time (in the years following the beginning of the flood records), a -parameter of the trend in the mean, i.e., parameter of "slope", b -the parameter of mean, i.e., parameter of "intercept", c -parameter trend in the standard deviation, i.e., parameter of "slope", and d -the standard deviation parameter, i.e., parameter of "intercept". As one can see, instead of two parameters in stationary case (ȝ , ı), now there are four parameters to be simultaneously estimated in non-stationary case: a, b, c, and d. The fifth parameter, the shape, is time-independent and is estimated in the second stage of the TS method where the L-moment method is used. Note that in ML method all five parameters must be estimated together.
In the TS method, the parameters a, b, c, and d are used for the standardisation of the time series x t of annual (or seasonal) maximum flows. As a result a sample, y t , free of trends in the mean and standard deviation is obtained:
1,..., . 
The elements y t of a random sample have been sorted to form increasing series suitable to calculate the L-moments for estimation of the parameters and quantiles (stationary!).
THE COMPARISON OF THE ML AND TS TECHNIQUES BY NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
The ML estimates of distribution parameters are asymptotically efficient. However, this holds if and only if a random sample comes from the same distribution, which is not the case in hydrology. When the parent distribution is unknown and hypothetical (H) distribution is used instead, ML is losing its optimal properties. But even though the true distribution was known, the large number of its parameters would be impossible to estimate from short time-series. Therefore, doing our best we still deal with false distribution function (H = False, the hypothesis is false).
To compare the accuracy of the ML and TS methods, we assume the knowledge of a probability distribution (with time-dependent parameters) from which the time-series are generated, i.e., H = True (the hypothesis is true); moreover, we consider the length of the time-series compatible with hydrological realities. Thus, in this way, we deliberately "give a head start" to the ML method. Theoretically, the farther the assumed distribution function from the underlying distribution (H = False), the more the advantage of the ML method over the TS should fade. Consequently, if the TS method proved better for the H = True case, it is obvious that it will be better for the H = False case, too. Taking it for granted, the presentation of the results of our simulation experiments is confined to the case when H = True.
Most commonly, the three-parameter distribution functions with the lower bound as the parameter are used as models in FFA. In the ML method, one parameter more, i.e., the shape parameter, is to be estimated than in the WLS method. It just might be a factor to the detriment of the ML method even for H = True for insufficiently long time-series. Note that for twoparameter distributions unlimited on both sides (such as Gumbel and Normal), the two methods do not differ in the number of estimated parameters, so the above argument loses its strength. Furthermore, when H = Normal, the two methods are equivalent.
The Generalised Extreme Values (GEV) distribution (see Appendix B) with time-dependent moments serves here as parent distribution in simulation experiments, which are performed for various parameters of timedependent mean (ȝ t and standard deviation (ı t ), time-invariant coefficient of asymmetry CS, and various lengths of time series, i.e., N = 50, 100, and 200. Records smaller than 50 elements should not be qualified for NFFA while time series larger than 200 elements practically do not exist in hydrology. According to our analysis of the 38 annual maxima datasets collected over the years in gauging stations located in all bigger Polish rivers, the values of the coefficient of variation (CV t=0 = d/b) and coefficient of asymmetry (CS) selected for simulation experiments series fits perfectly within the range of values occurring in Polish rivers (compare , Table I ; Markiewicz et al. 2014, diagram 1) . For brevity, the results will be presented only for: (i) one parent time-dependent mean, ȝ t = 1t + 100 (i.e., a = 1, b = 100); (ii) three time-dependent standard deviations, i.e., c = 1 and d = 25, 50, and 100; and (iii) three values of the coefficient of asymmetry, CS = 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0, which correspond to the GEV shape parameter (Eq. B4) k = -0.053, -0.108, and -0.176, respectively. Having three timeseries lengths (N = 50, 100, and 200), the experiment gives altogether 27 different combinations.
Using both methods, ML and TS, for a given time-series, the estimates of time-dependent mean and standard deviation, as well as a shape parameter, can be estimated. Having all the needed parameters, the selected timedependent quantiles X(F, t) are computed (Eq. B7).
For each variant (a, b = 1, c, d = 1, CS, N) 1000 series have been generated. The absolute relative root mean square errors (RRMSE):
of the estimates of parameters of time-dependent moments, shape parameter estimators, and the upper quantiles estimators got by the both methods serv here as a goodness-of-fit criterion. For the sake of clarity, we have decided not to go deeply into details concerning the comparison of estimators biases, although this criterion deserves a word of comment, too. Note that for our analysis the most beneficial was to demonstrate the advantages of ML methods when a true distribution function is known. Then, as in the WLS method, the ML parameter estimates will be charged only by sampling bias of ML estimation method. The estimation relative biases of both the methods represent small components of the RRMSE. Except for the estimate of the shape parameters (see Table 2 ), the values of bias of other estimators vary within the range of a few percent and decrease with the length of time-series. Due to the variability of sign, bias values are more difficult to interpret than the RRMSE or Standard Error. However, in reality the true distribution function is unknown and one deals with a hypothetical distribution. In such a case, a model bias can be a significant part of the overall ML bias serving as yet another argument for comparing the competitiveness of both methods. In practice, though, the size of the model bias is difficult to assess. Nevertheless, all the effects visible in the RRMSE results can be identified also in bias, though because of relatively small samples (up to 200) they are not as vivid as in terms of RRMSE. It is so because, even though the ML provides lower bias of a particular estimator, it can be marred by the standard error, so the overall RRMSE of this es-timator eventually proves better for the TS (WLS) (of course, the reverse case is possible).
The conclusions from the experiment results may be generalised to the other cases. As we will show by means of numerical simulations, a simple Two-Stage methodology proved better than the ML for hydrological size of time-series.
The trends in mean and standard deviation
The RRMSE of the estimated parameters of time-dependent mean and standard deviation (a, b, c, and d) of the ML and WLS methods are shown in Table 1 for both methods is considerably lower than |RRMSE| for three other parameters. However, the most important in Table 1 is that the position of the figures in bold clearly shows the advantage of the accuracy of estimates all four parameters obtained from the WLS method for N = 50. This advantage is decreasing gradually with increasing length of time-series. The bias of the trend estimators (not shown) allows to draw fairly similar conclusion to the |RRMSE|: in general the majority of the WLS estimators reveal lower |RB|, too, though the values do not follow such a stable pattern as in the |RRMSE|. Because the case considers situation when H = True the asymptotic advantage of the accuracy of estimates by the ML method is expected. Nonetheless, it should not be forgotten that in practice we are dealing with the case H = False that allows to anticipate that even for a very long timeseries, the WLS method will retain its supremacy.
The shape parameter
The proper estimation of the coefficient of asymmetry (CS) has been the subject of countless hydrological discussions (e.g., Matalas and Benson 1968 , Wallis et al. 1974 , Yevjevich and Obeysekera 1984 . As the GEV belongs to the family of heavy tailed distributions, the accuracy of estimate of the shape parameter (k ) will be the subject of comparison (Table 2) , not the coefficient of asymmetry Ĉ S (see Eq. B2). Note that for some specific Monte Carlo-generated series the Ĉ S may not exist.
In the non-stationary ML approach, the shape parameter k is estimated together with a, b, c, and d parameters by solving the maximum likelihood equations, i.e., five parameters are estimated simultaneously. On the contra- ry, the TS approach allows to focus on the estimation of just the shape parameter k by means of the L-skewness estimator (see Eq. B6), i.e., in the second stage of TS algorithm. In the TS method, as a result of the transformation (see Eq. 4), one deals with the i.i.d. sample with m y = 0 and ı y = 1. According to the doctrine of parsimony in parameters, the separation of the shape parameter from the a, b, c, and d estimation should positively affect its accuracy and thus the competitiveness of the TS method for small and moderate-length time-series. As one can see from Table 2 , the |RRMSE(k )| of both methods does not show regular variations with the trend in the standard deviation but strongly decreases with increasing skewness (CS). As far as the estimator of k is concerned, the advantage of the TS method over the ML method is vivid (see figures in bold for the RRMSE) and it extends even to longer series (N = 200). The values of bias of the k estimator advocate towards strong advantage of the TS method over the ML one, when the series size is big.
There is another reason why the ML approach to the NFFA should be used with special caution. Note that when a false model is assumed, the errors of (k ) by two approaches will definitely rise. However, the rise will be more spectacular for the ML method.
The upper quantiles
No doubt, the errors of the parameters influence the values of the |RRMSE| of upper quantiles. The vivid differences in the results by two competing methods can be observed for flood quantiles in Table 3 . As an example, we discuss the selected quantile probability of non-exceedance, F = 0.99, which corresponds to the maximum flow of a 100-year return period. For brevity, as examples we present two moments in time (t) related to the series size (N), namely t = N/2 and t = N. These moments in time are particularly interesting when analysing the parameters of hydrologic structures within the context of time. The values of the quantiles' relative root mean square error (|RRMSE(ˆF x )|) and relative bias for the two methods show that the TS method seems to be slightly superior, for hydrological size of time series, for 100-years-flood quantiles (Table 3 ) regardless the size of the series (N).
To recapitulate the numerical experiment, first it should be born in mind that its design takes into account the condition of asymptotic superiority of the ML estimates, as the generated series come from known distribution with known form of time-dependent moments, i.e., H = True. Despite this, it appears that the WLS exceeds the accuracy of estimates of time-dependent moments obtained by the ML method for hydrological lengths of time-series. Moreover, the TS method proved to be better in terms of stability and accu- racy of the shape parameter and upper quantiles calculation stemming from the ultimate simplicity of the algorithms. In addition, the TS is easier to implement in a practical calculation soft-package even for seasonal approach (see . Therefore, bearing in mind all the drawbacks of the ML approach, regardless of its sound theoretical background, in practical situations it is safer to use the TS approach for the presented case of a three parameter pdf with trend in the two first moments, because it gives similar results but with the lower cost of implementation. This thesis will be discussed in detail also in the next section, concerning practical application of both approaches.
ESTIMATION OF TRENDS AND FLOOD QUANTILES FOR REPRESENTATIVE POLISH RIVERS
Two pieces of software developed by the authors, based on the ML and TS methods, were used to estimate trends in moments and quantiles for three gauging stations located on three Polish rivers differing with regard to flood regime: Warsaw-Nadwilanówka (1921 -2010 at the middle course of the River Vistula, PoznaĔ at the River Warta (1822-2010), and Nowy Targ at the River Dunajec . The location of the gauging stations is presented on the map of Poland in Fig. 1 , whereas the values of the annual maxima are shown in diagrams in Fig. 2 . The annual maxima (AM) flows of the first station originate either from summer or winter seasons, of the second station -in vast majority from winter seasons, and in the third station (representing mountain regime) from the summer seasons. The River Warta daily stage records in PoznaĔ (from the year 1822 till now) is the longest in Poland and one of the longest in Europe. The three AM time-series do not reveal statistically significant "shifts" due to the construction of upstream reservoirs, change of the land cover, water transfers, water intakes, etc. In Table 4 , for the three AM time-series, the ML estimates of parameters of the non-stationary mean and standard deviation were displayed together with respective WLS estimates for the set of alternative distributions: 3p-Log-Normal, Pearson type 3, Gumbel, Generalised Extreme Value (GEV), Generalised Logistic (GLD), and Weibull. Table 4 confirms that the ML estimates of time-dependent moments are strongly distributiondependent, which leads to the paradox: for the same time series but with different PDFs the trends differ in their values and even in directions. It is, undoubtedly, the weakness of this approach, because the model (distribution function) is usually fitted to the sample by means of more or less subjective methods, whereas the true form of the model remains unknown. Moreover, the ML estimates of slopes (ˆ, a c ) may even differ in sign. For example, for the Warsaw-Nadwilanówka gauge the Generalised Logistic Distribution (GLD) gives the negative trend in standard deviation (c = -0.4) while for the other models this trend is positive. Similar situation is observed for Nowy Targ and Weibull distribution function which is the only one giving a negative trend in mean (a = -0.8), and the other models show zero or minimal positive trend. Such a qualitative variability of the ML estimators undermines the credibility of the results of non-stationary flood frequency design and reveals, hidden by distributional assumption uncertainty range of the estimators. All these lead to the very dangerous conclusion that by manipulating with a variety of distribution models, one can obtain the "desired" results. In addition, there is no guarantee that the calculated trend will continue in the future, especially if its sign is negative. Obviously, three gauging stations do not constitute a sample representative enough to draw any general conclusions, but still it is worth noting that the trend in mean for the three gauging stations is either negative or close to zero. On the other hand, the trends in standard deviation reveal bigger variability from relatively big negative value for PoznaĔ and Nowy Targ to a big positive value for the Warsaw-Nadwilanówka. The issue of significance of the detected trends within the context of climate change deserves here a few words of comment. A typical hydrological sample size implies large uncertainty and that is why the smoking gun proof of the climate-change-induced trends based on statistical analysis of floods Table 6 The upper quantiles estimators for selected moments in time for three exemplary Polish gauging stations F=0.9 F=0.99 F=0.9 F=0.99 F=0.9 F=0.99 F=0.9 F=0.99 Vistula Warsaw Nadwilanówka data does not exist yet (Hattermann et al. 2013 .
Since there is a strong pressure to assess expected changes for engineering practice with regard to ensuring an adequate safety level of hydraulic structures, the climate change is assumed to cause trends in flood regime (even weak). To account for trends in the most reasonable way, one should find the appropriate time-dependent upper quantiles of peak flows which are the base of design procedures. The trends cannot be assessed apart from the data; it is important to avoid other sources of uncertainty, i.e., the distribution choice and its parameters estimation as long as possible. Table 5 provides a comparison of the asymmetry coefficient estimators (ĈS ) of both methods for various alternative models of the three analyzed time-series. In the case of the ML method, the shape parameter of a distribution model (but Gumbel) is estimated together with time-dependent moments' parameters (a, b, c, d) by solving the ML equations and then Ĉ S is computed from it.
In the TS method, after WLS estimation of time-dependent parameters of moments and then the estimation of L-moments skewness (Ĳ 3 ) from the sample given by Eq. 4, the coefficient of asymmetry is computed from the functional relationship CS = ĳ(Ĳ 3 ) for a given distribution. As can be seen from a comparison of Table 5 , the TS estimates of CS are mostly less sensitive to the distribution choice than ML estimates (compare the CS values in bold). Table 6 shows the values of the upper quantiles estimators for the selected moments in time t = N/2 and t = N. As one can see, the TS method produces in general higher values of quantiles estimators than the ML one. Interestingly, the variability of the quantile estimates with regard to model choice is by far lower for the TS than for the ML approach (CV values in bold). This can be a fundamental fact supporting the use in the NFFA of the TS method rather than the ML one when the population model (PDF) of annual flow maxima is unknown.
CONCLUSIONS
In the FFA as models of probability distributions the three-parameter functions containing location, scale, and shape parameter are assumed, when the length of the sample permits. In particular, non-stationary approach to the FFA (NFFA) makes sense only when appropriately long time-series is available. Since the values of upper quantiles are more sensitive to the change in standard deviation than to the change in the mean, in the NFFA a trend in both the mean and in standard variation is to be assumed. Due to the limited length of hydrological time-series, the skewness is usually considered to be time-independent. Similarly, the adoption of time-invariant distribution function is indispensable for the NFFA. Keeping in mind the doctrine of parsimony in the number of parameters estimated to extend the FFA for non-stationarity case, only the two parameters have been added by introducing one of the possible options of a linear trend in both the mean and standard deviation.
The purpose of this study was to compare the efficiency of the two NFFA methods, namely the two-stage method (TS), and the maximum likelihood (ML) with the presence of time as a covariate. The comparison was made by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation experiments assuming linear trends in the mean and standard deviation as well as using the data of three representative rivers in Poland. The same distribution served in MC experiments both as the parent (True) and hypothetical (False) distribution, which constitutes the most favourable case for application of ML method. The GEV distribution was taken for the purpose and the real hydrological conditions were maintained, e.g., parameters' ranges, length of typical time series natural trends in mean, and standard deviation and moderate constant skewness. The accuracy of the two methods was analysed in respect to estimates of time-dependent first two moments, time-invariant skewness, and time-dependent upper quantiles. The results of the experiment showed that the TS method generally proved to perform better than the ML one in terms of all three aspects listed above. Note, also, that although the WLS methodology (first stage of the TS) aims at samples of moderate value of skewness, the numerical experiment revealed its very good performance even for larger skewness coefficients (CS checked up to 3). Moreover, the TS is more numerically stable, i.e., gives reliable results for every non-stationary timeseries, while the ML sometimes fails or gives results impossible to verify in practice. What is more important, as the TS estimates of time-dependent moments do not rely on the distribution function, the estimates of skewness and, additionally, of time-dependent upper quantiles are less sensitive to distributional choice than in the ML method, as demonstrated for the Polish rivers' case studies. All these, together with the simplicity of algorithm, elevate the status of the TS approach above other methods used in the non-stationary FFA (NFFA). One can expect to get a similar result of the comparison of methods for any other three-parameter distributions with linear trend in first two moments. While the increase in the number of estimated parameters enlarges further the dominance of the TS method in all these respects. And, conversely, the reduction of the estimated parameters reduces the competitiveness of the TS method as such. For instance, the Gumbel distribution with linear trend in the mean reveals the advantage of the ML method (e.g., Clarke 2002a, b) . Dominance of the TS is expected to be greater in the natural conditions when we do not know the true distribution, so the hypothetic distribution is false, and asymptotic properties of the ML method do not hold. Then the ML parameter estimates are additionally biased by the model error, which may badly affects their accuracy.
For Polish rivers' case studies assuming various distributions, similarly to the MC experiments, the competition between the two methods was carried out in three criteria: dispersion of results of trends in mean and standard deviation, dispersion of the skewness coefficients, and time-dependent quantiles. In all three criteria the Polish case study also confirms the predominance of the TS over the ML approach, since the dispersion (CV, SD) of the TS results by different assumed PDFs is generally smaller than for the ML approach. The annual peak flow series of Polish rivers are mixtures of summer and winter flows, and for some cases there is no clearly dominant season. Note that both NFFA methods, i.e., the ML and TS, can be extended in the seasonal approach to modelling of annual peak flows. In such cases it is advisable to use the seasonal approach to flood frequently modelling , but its detailed description exceeds the scope of this paper.
The Polish case study revealed relatively large values of trends in mean and standard deviation. These point out that the use of stationary FFA would lead to the evident simplification, erroneous results, and decisions. So, when we know that the process is non-stationary, non-stationary methods should be also used for the analysis. On the other hand, the non-stationary modelling of complex hydrological phenomena is still difficult. Despite the gradual progress (e.g., Montanari et al. 2013 , Hall et al. 2014 , Vogel et al. 2013 , Machado et al. 2015 , this area still involves huge efforts to meet the requirements of flood risk assessment in a non-stationary water regime. The first two L-moments (e.g., Hosking and Wallis 1997):
The L-skewness coefficient 
The quantile function, i.e., the inverted Eq. B2 1 log .
The quantile function in (ȝ, ı, k) re-parametrisation: For the parameters used in the Monte Carlo experiment, k = -0.053, -0.108, and -0.176 (CS = 1.5, 2.0, 3.0), the relationship of the sensitivity to the probability of non-exceedance is presented in Fig. B2 .
